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The Sector Rotation Story
Sustainable alpha generation through changing sector exposure 
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▪ A successful sector rotation strategy needs to identify upcoming sector leaders, often a tough challenge.  

▪ There is a proven and tested way: sector (and stock) selection based on CROCI’s Economic PE.  

▪ This strategy is implemented through DWS Invest CROCI Sectors Plus (a strategy live since 2015).  

 

Companies within a sector may have different characteristics, 

but they can reasonably be expected to have similar 

fundamentals at an economic level. The excess returns that 

active managers seek to produce can be better understood 

using sector groupings. Brinson, Hood, and Beebower (1986) 

popularly broke this ‘excess return’ down into two steps: 

sector allocation and stock selection.  

This paper focuses on the first variable. Through intelligent 

allocation, investors attempt to exploit sector rotation to 

create a better risk-adjusted return profile for their portfolios. 

The CROCI Sector Plus strategy provides a good example 

of an investment strategy led by sector allocation. Since 

November 2015, more than half of its excess return can be 

attributed to sector allocation1. 

Sector rotation in its simplest form refers to the shift of funds 

from sector to sector, based upon the impact of future 

economic expectations on the business cycle. The sectors 

that particularly benefit will outperform and their multiples 

expand, and vice versa, until a change in business cycle 

prompts another round of sector rotation, ad infinitum.  

In this report, we focus on using economic valuations to 

determine sector exposures. Further, we examine the 

performance of the underlying businesses of different sectors 

across the business cycles. We reach the following 

conclusions:  

1) an economic value-oriented approach of identifying 

the three cheapest sectors has generated sustained 

alpha over the long term 

2) a concentrated portfolio owning the three cheapest 

sectors has exhibited risk characteristics largely similar 

to the benchmark.  

 shows the annual excess return over the benchmark 

generated by the best three sectors and the worst performing 

sector over the past two decades. All ten sectors appear in 

the top three sectors at some point during the period; but 

some sectors appear more frequently (Health Care or HC is 

top ranked five times). Interestingly, since 2014 (with the 

exception of 2018), Energy (EN) has either been the best or 

the worst performer, driven by the cyclicality of its earnings 

( ). The Financials (FI) sector appears three times in 

the top three and another three times as the worst sector over 

the past two decades. It also generated the worst cumulative 

performance since 2003. On the other hand, Information 

Technology (IT) generated the best cumulative performance 

during the same period (underlying sector dynamics covered 

in ).

 
1 DWS Invest CROCI Sectors Plus -> Link Refer Appendix 1.  

https://funds.dws.com/en-ch/equity-funds/lu1701862812-dws-invest-croci-sectors-plus-fch-(p)/
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Margin of Safety 

"Confronted with a challenge to distil the secret of sound 

investment into three words, we venture the motto, Margin of 

Safety." Forty-two years after reading that, I still think those 

are the right three words.” – Warren Buffet, Letter to the 

shareholders (1990). 

Sector rotations are of course easy to review with the benefit 

of hindsight, but it is the identification of rotation criteria in 

advance that is crucial. There are multiple research papers 

delving into the historical returns of the sectors relative to the 

benchmark, which in isolation is perhaps more useful for a 

trader than a fundamental investor. We seek instead to 

capture the longer-term economic characteristics for the 

sectors in question. 

CROCI Economic PE2 is the approach we focus on, as it 

captures both the price and underlying business dynamics. In 

the following chart, we look at the cheapest three sectors 

based on bottom-up median Economic PE across CROCI’s 

non-financial coverage universe of over 800 stocks, 

comprising around three-quarters of the MSCI World Index 

by market capitalization3. We rank these sectors by their 

median Economic PE on a quarterly basis for almost twenty 

years and identify the cheapest three sectors across this 

period.  

 

 

Two sectors which stand out are Energy and Health Care, 

both appearing regularly for a full decade, starting from 2004 

to 2015. Materials and Information Technology also make 

frequent appearances and in fact both are amongst the 

cheapest three sectors at the moment as per the latest data 

in the chart below. We cover the underlying economic 

characteristics of some of these sectors below. 

On the other hand, Communication Services (and its 

predecessor, the Telecoms sector) has rarely appeared in the 

list of cheapest three sectors, driven by 1) prolonged history 

of the Telecom industry generating negative economic value 

and 2) sector re-classification resulting in the blending of 

some large-cap tech stocks within the Communication 

Services sector, many of which have looked expensive for 

much of the recent past owing to their underlying growth 

profile. Notably, the Consumer Staples sector appears in the 

aftermath of recessions (2008 and 2020), when its defensive 

characteristics supported its profitability and ultimately its 

valuation, while many other businesses turned expensive by 

virtue of their deteriorating economic characteristics during 

these periods.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2 Based on a time weighted average between FY1 forecasts and 
the most recent reported year. 

 

 

 

 

 

3 Data as of December 30, 2022 
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Saving up for a rainy day 

“Any superior record which we might accomplish should not 

be expected to be evidenced by a relatively constant 

advantage in performance compared to the average. Rather 

it is likely that if such an advantage is achieved, it will be 

through better-than-average performance in stable or 

declining markets and average, or perhaps even poorer- 

than-average, performance in rising markets.” – Warren 

Buffet, Letter to the Limited Partners (1960).  

In the above section, we have identified the cheapest three 

sectors over the last two decades. To test the “excess return” 

or “alpha” generation ability of a sector rotation approach 

based on valuation, we examine the quarterly returns of a 

portfolio containing these three cheapest sectors (identified 

at the beginning of each quarter) and assigning equal weights 

to them. This ensures that the methodology consistently 

remains exposed to the three cheapest sectors on economic 

valuation. This brings in two dimensions: price and the 

evolving economic returns profile of the sectors (the 

academic research papers on this topic tend to focus 

primarily on returns history). 

In the following charts, we can see the annualised and 

quarterly returns of our theoretical portfolio of the three 

cheapest sectors (with equal weights). Consistent with the 

approach highlighted by Mr. Buffet, the outperformance is 

greater on average during stable or declining markets than in 

rising markets, which have often been driven by exuberance, 

particularly in recent years. 

When market rallies are driven by euphoria, a value-driven 

approach tends not to materially outperform the broad 

benchmark. But when the market’s focus moves back to 

fundamentals, the environment is easier for valuation-driven 

strategies to outperform. 
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So long as the market remained anchored to the fundamentals (typical characteristic of a
stable or declining market), value-drive approach has generally outperformed. Rising
market led by cheerful growth scenarios has seen value either match the performance of
the benchmark or even underperform.
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The portfolio of the three cheapest sectors by economic PE can be seen to achieve a long-term
performance superior to that of the benchmark
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Concentration of portfolio – not necessarily risky 

It is a core precept in finance that investors should diversify. 

The nature and extent of diversification is a function of what 

one thinks about the efficiency of markets. Believers in 

efficient markets might be more inclined to spread their 

investments across global index funds. But for those who 

believe that markets systematically misprice classes of 

securities a concentrated portfolio has greater appeal 

(focusing on cheap stocks, beaten-up stocks etc.). 

 

The economic value-based methodology we discuss above 

is fully benchmark agnostic. Conventional wisdom suggests 

that such a strategy should have significantly higher volatility 

than the benchmark. However, the chart below shows that 

the volatility of this approach is similar to the broader market. 

There are times when volatility rises relative to the 

benchmark (including the past year or two when it was 

associated with strong outperformance), but in the long term 

the risk (at an absolute level) tracks the broader market. 

However, investors interested in such a concentrated sector 

rotation approach should bear in mind that the relative risk 

(i.e. tracking error to the broader market) can be significant – 

there can be material deviations in quarterly returns, and 

therefore such an approach is likely to be unsuitable for  

 

 

tactical investments – instead, it requires patience and a 

sufficiently long investment horizon (of ideally at least 3 years 

or more). The simulated strategy investing in the three 

cheapest MSCI World sectors each quarter whose returns 

are shown in  above has generated over 3% p.a. 

excess return vs MSCI World, but it would have 

underperformed the broader market in 1 of every 3 quarters 

(and by more than 2 percentage points in 11 quarters over 

the analysis period). In summary, trying to identify the likely 

best performing sectors based on valuations would have 

generated long-term alpha (without significantly higher 

volatility), but there is timing risk involved in investing in such 

an approach – suggesting that staggering the initial 

investment may be beneficial. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

▪ A successful sector rotation strategy needs to 
identify upcoming sector leaders, which has often 
proved tough depending on which indicators are 
used. 

▪ There is a proven and tested way: sector (and stock) 
selection simply using bottom-up company valuation, 
based on CROCI’s Economic PE. 

 

▪ CROCI has been running sector rotation strategies 
using this approach since 2005. Currently, the 
strategy mentioned above is implemented through 
DWS Invest CROCI Sectors Plus (live since 2015). 

▪ This approach has similar absolute risk to the market 
(measured using volatility), but has relatively high 
tracking error owing to its concentrated exposure to 
three sectors. 
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During periods of heightened volatility (>20%), the portfolio has generally 

shown lower or comparable vol. relative to the benchmark.  

2022 appears to be an exception, where the significant outperformance 

exhibited higher vol 
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Sector examples 

In the next section we show the CROCI charts for Global Equities and for the Energy, Health Care and IT sectors. These 

standard-format six CROCI charts help tell a clear story about a company, sector or region’s equity returns and valuation. 

They show returns relative to market-implied cost of capital, the growth trajectory of capital and earnings, historical margins 

and capital productivity as well as overall valuations and what they imply.
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  A. For our global equity coverage, 2022 cash returns (in real terms) were near historic highs. However, in 2023e and 2024e, consensus estimates imply a decline in 

cash returns. 
 

B. At the aggregate level, companies have nearly doubled their cash flow margins. This is attributable to three factors (i) operationally: companies have become more 

profitable; (ii) corporate taxes have declined over this period; and (iii) large tech companies are generally more profitable and enjoy better margins 
 

C. Markets can remain exuberant for a fairly long period in anticipation of higher growth. The beauty of this valuation model is that it always gives an indication of 

overvaluation if the growth does not materialize. 

B 

A 

C 
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  A. Most years of economic value generation are clustered between 2001 and 2011, when energy supply was not able to match strong demand. After a hiatus of almost 

a decade, somewhat similar demand/supply dynamics mean that the sector is again generating cash returns higher than the hurdle rate. 
 

B. Thanks to capex driven by high energy prices, the capital base increased many times over between 1997 and its peak year in 2014. During the recent cycle, energy 

companies have been more cautious with their capex, instead reducing leverage and returning cash to shareholders. 
 

C. Despite the recovery in cash returns, the market continues to remain cautious about the sustainability of value creation. The energy sector is a great example of 

cyclicality in earnings and market pricing. Between 2003 and 2008, markets took their time to price the significant excess return that the sector was able to produce. 

For almost the whole of the next decade as capital productivity fell, the sector was priced on an economic price-to-book of 1.0x until the sharp correction during the 

pandemic. Then during 2021 and 2022, the energy sector became the best performing economic sector. 

A B 

C 
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A. Health Care has had a history of generating consistently high and stable cash returns, supported by expansion in both the cash flow margins and asset productivity. 

 

B. Markets often get nervous about the sustainability of cash returns, however. In the 1990s, it was because of concerns about of patent cliff & expansion of generics, 

R&D effectiveness (none of which ultimately hurt returns). Political risk is also a perennial issue. The valuation of the sector therefore suffered a prolonged derating 

during the first decade of the current century. Since the financial crisis, the sector has been one of only two that have consistently grown real economic earnings. 

Therefore, the sector has looked attractive for most of the post-financial crisis period. 
 

C.  showed that the sector featured regularly amongst the cheapest sectors. On comparing the actual profits with implied economic profits (which reflect the 

market’s valuation of the sector and ultimately its total returns), we can see that the sector’s stock-market performance has largely moved in lockstep with achieved 

profitability, despite its consistent and steady earnings growth – in other  words, the market has priced little or no growth premium for the sector. 

A 

B C 
A 
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A 

B 

C 

A. The returns history of the IT sector can be divided into two halves: pre & post dot-cum bubble eras. The pre-bubble era was more cyclical in nature, with periodic 

instances of negative economic value generation. The post-bubble era saw a decisive shift towards consistent economic value creation. 
 

B. The margin profile of the sector has seen almost a linear improvement over the past two decades. This trend reflects the increasing dominance of large tech 

companies, which have evolved their business models backed by strong intangible asset growth and improved their profitability. 
 

C. The sector’s price-to-book saw a sharp compression in the aftermath of the dot-com bubble. However, the expansion in the recent years has also been quite sharp, 

peaking not far behind the dot-com heydays. 
 

D. The post GFC period saw market expectations undershooting the realized profitability.  shows that it that IT appeared frequently amongst the cheapest 

sectors during this period. 

D 
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A. CROCI Sectors Plus Strategy has generated 5.7% excess return on an annualized basis since November 2015. Adjusted for currency, the excess return was 6.0% 

p.a. The CROCI Sector Plus Strategy selects three cheapest sectors based on CROCI Economic PE, and then the ten cheapest stocks from each of the three sectors 

to create an equally weighted portfolio of thirty-stocks. The strategy is rebalanced quarterly. 
 

B. More than half of the excess return in the strategy comes from Sector Allocation. Importantly, except IT and Materials, the timing of investing (or not investing) in all 

other sectors has generated positive excess return. In this paper we have discussed Energy, Health Care and IT from a CROCI valuation standpoint. 

 
C. Stock selection within each sector also contributed positively during the period. However, it was not uniform by sector.  

A 

B C 

A 

B 
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Important Information 
DWS is the brand name of DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and its subsidiaries under which they operate their business 

activities. The respective legal entities offering products or services under the DWS brand are specified in the respective 

contracts, sales materials and other product information documents. DWS, through DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA, its 

affiliated companies and its officers and employees (collectively “DWS”) are communicating this document in good faith and 

on the following basis. 

This document has been prepared without consideration of the investment needs, objectives or financial circumstances of any 

investor. Before making an investment decision, investors need to consider, with or without the assistance of an investment 

adviser, whether the investments and strategies described or provided by DWS Group, are appropriate, in light of their 

particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. Furthermore, this document is for information/discussion 

purposes only and does not constitute an offer, recommendation or solicitation to conclude a transaction and should not be 

treated as giving investment advice. 

The document was not produced, reviewed or edited by any research department within DWS and is not investment research. 

Therefore, laws and regulations relating to investment research do not apply to it. Any opinions expressed herein may differ 

from the opinions expressed by other legal entities of DWS or their departments including research departments.  

The information contained in this document does not constitute a financial analysis but qualifies as marketing communication. 

This marketing communication is neither subject to all legal provisions ensuring the impartiality of financial analysis nor to any 

prohibition on trading prior to the publication of financial analyses. 

This document contains forward looking statements. Forward looking statements include, but are not limited to assumptions, 

estimates, projections, opinions, models and hypothetical performance analysis. The forward looking statements expressed 

constitute the author‘s judgment as of the date of this document. Forward looking statements involve significant elements of 

subjective judgments and analyses and changes thereto and/ or consideration of different or additional factors could have a 

material impact on the results indicated. Therefore, actual results may vary, perhaps materially, from the results contained 

herein. No representation or warranty is made by DWS as to the reasonableness or completeness of such forward looking 

statements or to any other financial information contained in this document. Past performance does not predict future returns. 

We have gathered the information contained in this document from sources we believe to be reliable; but we do not guarantee 

the accuracy, completeness or fairness of such information. All third party data are copyrighted by and proprietary to the 

provider. DWS has no obligation to update, modify or amend this document or to otherwise notify the recipient in the event 

that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently 

becomes inaccurate. 

Investments are subject to various risks, including market fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in repayment and 

loss of income and principal invested. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you might not get back the amount 

originally invested at any point in time. Furthermore, substantial fluctuations of the value of any investment are possible even 

over short periods of time. The terms of any investment will be exclusively subject to the detailed provisions, including risk 

considerations, contained in the offering documents. When making an investment decision, you should rely on the final 

documentation relating to any transaction. 

No liability for any error or omission is accepted by DWS. Opinions and estimates may be changed without notice and involve 

a number of assumptions which may not prove valid. DWS or persons associated with it may (i) maintain a long or short 

position in securities referred to herein, or in related futures or options, and (ii) purchase or sell, make a market in, or engage 

in any other transaction involving such securities, and earn brokerage or other compensation. 

DWS does not give taxation or legal advice. Prospective investors should seek advice from their own taxation agents and 

lawyers regarding the tax consequences on the purchase, ownership, disposal, redemption or transfer of the investments and 

strategies suggested by DWS. The relevant tax laws or regulations of the tax authorities may change at any time. DWS is not 

responsible for and has no obligation with respect to any tax implications on the investment suggested. 

This document may not be reproduced or circulated without DWS written authority. The manner of circulation and distribution 

of this document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States.  

This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or 

located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, including the United States, where such distribution, publication, 

availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject DWS to any registration or licensing 

requirements. 

2023 DWS International GmbH 

Issued in the UK by DWS Investments UK Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 

(Reference number 429806). 

© 2023 DWS Investments UK Limited 
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In Hong Kong, this document is issued by DWS Investments Hong Kong Limited and the content of this document has not 

been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission. 

© 2023 DWS Investments Hong Kong Limited 

 

In Singapore, this document is issued by DWS Investments Singapore Limited and the content of this document has not been 

reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. 

© 2023 DWS Investments Singapore Limited 

 

In Australia, this document is issued by DWS Investments Australia Limited (ABN: 52 074 599 401) (AFSL 499640) and the 

content of this document has not been reviewed by the Australian Securities Investment Commission. 

© 2023 DWS Investments Australia Limited 

 

For Investors in Taiwan: This document is distributed to professional investors only and not others. Investing involves risk. The 

value of an investment and the income from it will fluctuate and investors may not get back the principal invested. Past 

performance is not indicative of future performance. This is a marketing communication. It is for informational purposes only. 

This document does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell or hold any security and shall not be 

deemed an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. The views and opinions expressed herein, which are 

subject to change without notice, are those of the issuer or its affiliated companies at the time of publication. Certain data used 

are derived from various sources believed to be reliable, but the accuracy or completeness of the data is not guaranteed and 

no liability is assumed for any direct or consequential losses arising from their use. The duplication, publication, extraction or 

transmission of the contents, irrespective of the form, is not permitted 

 

UK Compliance Approval Number: 1690 / May 2023  

CRC 095744_1.0 / May 2023 

Further Information: 

CROCI Team 

croci.valuations@dws.com 

 


